FCE READING AND USE OF ENGLISH ANSWER KEY

Part 1
1  B  
2  C  
3  B  
4  D  
5  C  
6  A  
7  D  
8  B  

Part 2
9  where  
10  so  
11  myself  
12  in  
13  which/that  
14  out/on/at  
15  from  
16  any  
17  producer  
18  illness/illnesses  
19  effective  
20  scientists  
21  addition  
22  pressure  
23  disadvantage  
24  spicy  

Part 3
25  a good IDEA | to go  
26  talented | THAT he  
27  IF she knew | the/what  
28  spent/took/was | a LONG time  
29  are/is SAID | to be  
30  not | CALL off  OR  we/you  
   didn’t/did not | CALL off  

Part 4

Part 5
31  C  
32  D  
33  C  
34  A  
35  D  
36  C  

Part 6
37  D  
38  G  
39  F  
40  A  
41  E  
42  C  

Part 7
43  A  
44  D  
45  B  
46  D  
47  B  
48  A  
49  C  
50  B  
51  C  
52  D